
Creating Unique
Corporate Gifts.

Corporate gifting with a personal touch. 
Our Corporate Range is curated to leave

lasting impressions.



We understand the importance and value that lies in corporate gifting and are 
here to make the process a simple and hassle free one. Whether you are wanting 
to choose from our Ready To Shop Range, or have something different in mind, we 
would love to help you achieve your vision. 

If you don’t find what you are looking for in our Ready To Shop range, simply 
contact us with your budget and needs and we will put together some gifting 
solutions that ticks all of the boxes. With access to a wide range of unique and 
hard to find wines and spirits through our background in the hospitality industry, 
our corporate clients have the opportunity to create a gift for their clients that is 
rare and definitely not run of the mill. 

From ribbon to gift card and even the gift box itself, branding options are endless, 
and we are always happy to present you with ways to include your company’s 
brand in both a stylish and effective way. 

Some of the industries that we have helped to achieve their gifting vision include: 
Real Estate, Luxury Automotive, Construction, Property Developers, Hospitality, in-
house gifting for boutique businesses. 

Additional Information:
• Corporate discounts apply to bulk orders of 5 or more gift boxes 
• Branded ribbon and business cards can be provided to us and we will tie them 

on your gift boxes free of charge 
• Your order can be shipped directly to you if you would like to hand deliver, 

or your order can be shipped to the receiver with your hand written card 
included

Creating Unique
Corporate Gifts.

www.lapach.com.au



LÂPACH Luxurious Gifting has completely raised the bar on our client delivery gifts. Being Ferrari, 
we service lots of special clients where money is no object, so having a high end custom gift to 
thank them for their business is no easy feat.

LÂPACH hit the mark for us with creating a bespoke, luxury gift designed for our precise needs 
that has been met with awe and gratitude on every occasion. From a service perspective, LÂPACH 
were a dream to deal with and provided a smooth process from creation to reality for us.”

LÂPACH Luxurious Gifting took the stress and hassle out of our client gifting. They took control 
and really understood the brief that we provided them.

From the quality of their boxes down to the premium products they offer, you could not go 
wrong! Thanks LÂPACH for making everything that much easier.

Thank you to the team at LÂPACH for helping us create personalised gifts for our clients. From 
the initial enquiry all the way through to delivery, your customer service has been exceptional. 

Thank you and look forward to working together again in the future. 

www.lapach.com.au
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The Wellness Box 

The Leading Lady

The Abode

The Nightcap

The Essentials

The Homemaker

The Standard The Host

The Premium The Deluxe

Ready To Shop Corporate
Gift Boxes.
For corporates with little time,  selecting from our Ready To Shop range means we are able to 
dispatch your last minute gifts with delivery to nearby major cities within 1-3 business days.



Step One:  
Simply head over to our website at www.lapach.com.au 

Step Two:  
Navigate across to our corporate collection where you can browse our 
range and learn more about how to build your own gift box. 

Step Three: 
Select your desired gift box, make your purchase and the LÂPACH team 
will handle the rest.

How to order.

www.lapach.com.au

0433141635

ORDER NOW

https://www.lapach.com.au/collections/corporate

